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Lindnerhof is a household name for tactical equipment that 
achieves perfection in every detail. We manufacture precisi-
on products that are well-conceived and satisfy the highest 
quality demands. 

The tactical expertise of our team is based on many years of 
mission experience and enables us to develop products that 
can be relied upon, even under the most adverse conditions.
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CERTIFIED QUALITY

In extreme situations, tactical equipment must be particular-
ly robust and intuitive in use. In order to meet these require-
ments, we manufacture our products primarily in Germany 
and European facilities that have been certified to ISO 9001.
The exchange of know-how with special units of defense 
and security organizations provides us with the necessary 
feedback for further improving our equipment for daily use.

At Lindnerhof each individual product under-
goes a multi-stage quality inspection. Our pro-
cedural standards are designed to consistently 
improve the quality of our products through 
ongoing innovations.
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MULTICAM

BLACK

STONE GREY OLIVE

WOLF

5-COLOR CAMOUFLAGE

COYOTE

Lindnerhof uses only high-quality mate-
rials, the majority of which originate in 
Germany and other EU countries.  Our pro-
ducts are available in up to six colors and 
camouflage patterns.

Subject to color variations

COLOR PALETTE
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NEW

Modular versatility. Plate carrier LT 
042 can be expanded to a heavy body 
armor or with zip panels.

PLATE CARRIERS

Plate carrier LT 042 
Art.: LT_042

Carrier for armour Adapter face for 
accessories

RV for combination 
with zip panel LT_632

Admin pocket with 
elastic loops

The shoulders of the plate carrier are fitted with 25mm hook 
buckles that can be quickly opened if needed. On the sides 
are three sealed openings that may be cut open to gain 
access to the internal cables. The MOLLE rows consist of a 
20mm strap and are PALS compatible. Zip fasteners on the 
rear are for attaching accessory panels.
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Zip panel LT 632 
Art.: LT_632

The zip panel is secured on the plate carrier by zip fasteners 
and loops. On the outside there are 20mm MOLLE straps 
and on the top an opening designed to hold breacher tools. A 
fold-out extension will hold a bolt cutter.

Shoulder straps HL 324  
Art.: HL_324

In order to extend the belt, the replaceable shoulder straps 
can be used with plate carrier LT_042.

PLATE CARRIER ACCESSORIES

NEW
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The plate carrier can be put on and taken 
off in the shortest possible time with the 
patented quick-release system.

PLATE CARRIERS

Plate carrier H1 Evo 
Art.: HL_044

Individual size  
adjustment

Integrated cable 
routing

Simple operation Quick-release system

For particularly challenging missions, plate carrier H1 Evo can 
be combined with various protective elements. Even when 
extended to the maximum, the carrying system can be taken 
off in only a few seconds by means of a quick-release mecha-
nism with hook buckle. The armor pockets can accommodate 
L and XL SAPI plates. Smaller plates are secured using the 
integral retaining strap.
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Proven release system. Front 
and rear sections of the plate 
carrier can be easily and quick-
ly separated with the aid of a 
cable pull system.

Plate carrier L1 (releasable) 
Art.: LT_025/V

Removable front plate Versatile and expanda-
ble

Detachable back 
padding

Integral release system

Plate carrier L1 has separate compartments for soft and hard 
armor at the front and back. The useful features of the plate 
carrier are removable back padding, integral release system 
and chest rig extension.

PLATE CARRIERS 17



A lightweight minimalist. Plate 
carrier H2 provides reliable protection 
and is worn inconspicuously beneath 
the clothing.

Due to its minimalistic design, plate carrier H2 can be worn 
discreetly while providing full ballistic protection.

A compartment has been provided for hard and soft armor 
inserts up to size SAPI L, either single or combined, usable 
with both types. Smaller hard armor plates can be attached by 
means of the integrated plate holder. Excess belt lengths can 
be secured on the rear section. The Velcro pad can be covered 
to prevent damage to the outerwear. Besides the height-adjus-
table two-row version, a separately available three-row version 
can be used as a waist belt.

Integrated plate fixation Velcro pad for excess 
lengths (coverable)

PLATE CARRIERS 

Plate carrier H2 
Art.: HL_027
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Side pockets H1 (pair) 
Art.: HL_1_150

All plate carriers and chest rigs with a skeleton waist belt can 
be extended with the side pockets that are cut to the dimensi-
ons of soft armor inserts. They are secured by PALS straps, 
providing space for further gear on the outside.

Panel FP1 
Art.: LT_1_230

The front flap is secured with four tabs to the front of the 
vest or plate carrier with a fleece pad. The MOLLE mounting 
offers sufficient space for adapting the platform to individual 
needs.

Multimag panel FH1-3 
Art.: RP_1_234

Three multi-calibre pouches In the retrofittable front flap are 
firmly sewn to the platform. It can be attached to all body 
armor with fleece pad on the front panel. The quick adapter 
system saves time when changing the front flap.

Panel FH1 
Art.: RP_1_230

The removable front flap is used for quick loading of the car-
rier. A quick adapter system makes for easy changing. The 
front flap can be attached to all protective vests by means of 
a fleece pad on the front side.
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Pads L1-L (Velcro fastening, pair) 
Art.: LT_1_250

Fitted with 3D mesh fabric, the pads improve air circulation 
and wearing comfort. The Velcro-attachable back padding 
can be mounted on the front and rear sections of all plate 
carriers and body armor with the appropriate fleece pad.

Pads L1-M (Velcro fastening, pair) 
Art.: LT_1_250-1

Identical design to pads L1-L, but shorter.

Pads H2 (pair) 
Art.: HL_1_105

In addition to enhanced wearing comfort, air circulation is 
also improved by the shoulder pad. The pads, made of 3D 
mesh fabric, are supplied in pairs and can be combined with 
all Lindnerhof tactical vests and plate carriers.

PLATE CARRIER ACCESSORIES 23



S L

Waist belt HL 129 
Art.: HL_129

The three-row waist belt can be interchanged with the stan-
dard version in order to increase the width of plate carrier H1 
Evo.

Shoulder straps HL 124 
Art.: HL_124

Designed for plate carrier H1 Evo, the shoulder straps in sizes 
S and L are interchangeable with standard version M.

PLATE CARRIER ACCESSORIES 25



PLATE CARRIER BALLISTIC ACCESSORIES

Extensions for plate carrier H1 Evo

Plate carrier H1 Evo can be supplemented by overlapping 
soft armor front and rear sections, as well as collar, upper 
arm and groin protection. To take the strain off the shoul-
ders, it can be combined with belt HL_338 weight distributi-
on system that transfers the weight to the hips.
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S M L XL S M L XL

Soft armor shell H1-B 
Art.: HL_444_RT

The shell can be equipped with soft armor in order to increa-
se the protective surface of plate carrier H1 Evo. In addition, 
a flexible waist belt can be used to provide the best possible 
hold on the soft armor-equipped shell without restricting 
freedom of movement.

Soft armor shell H1-F 
Art.: HL_444_VT

In combination with plate carrier H1 Evo, the shell serves as 
a soft armor extension. The armor shell is secured on the fle-
ece pad on the inside of the plate carrier. The fleece/Velcro 
fastener is easily attached and provides a reliable hold.

PLATE CARRIER BALLISTIC ACCESSORIES 29



Soft armor shell H1 collar 
Art.: HL_1_333

The collar protection is designed to carry a four-part soft 
armor set and can be combined with plate carrier H1 Evo. 
Due to its two-part construction with straps on both sides, 
the quick-release system is not compromised.

Soft armor shell H1-arm 
Art.: THU_1_1042

The upper arm protection is secured to the shoulder strap 
with a Velcro strip and can be individually adjusted by means 
of a wide woven elastic band. It offers a high degree of 
maneuvrability and protection.

Ball. shell H1-groin 
Art.: LT_1_1043

The groin protection on plate carrier H1 Evo is easily attached 
an offers maximum protection. It has separate compartments 
for hard and soft armor, and can be folded up and secured 
for ease of movement. It is secured by means of a Velcro 
fastener on the hard armor compartment of the plate carrier.

PLATE CARRIER BALLISTIC ACCESSORIES 31



S M L XLS M L XL

Optimum protection, lightweight and full 
flexibility: body armor with separate hard 
and soft armor compartments are suitable 
for missions of all kinds.

BODY ARMOR

Overvest H1S-XL 
Art.: HL_097

Thanks to the quick release system with hook buckles, 
overvest H1 is quick and easy to put on and take off. Fleece 
pads on the front can be used to attach a chest rig of the 
Light series.  The compartments for hard and soft armor are 
separate from one another.

Concealed vest H1 
Art.: HL_103

Versatile with extension option: with an adapter set the vest 
can be combined with all new chest rigs. Shoulder pads can 
be attached to the rear for enhanced wearing comfort. Additi-
onal pouches can be Velcro-fastened to the plate slot.
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Carriers and waist belts of the chest rig series 
are freely combinable with one another.  The-
re is thus no limit to the possible applications.

CHEST RIGS

Thanks to the unlimited combinations within the series and 
expandability of plate carriers and body armor, Lindnerhof 
chest rigs lend themselves to all forms of  use. The carrying 
system can be individually adapted to any situation. All rigs 
can be used with the padded carrying system for enhanced 
wearing comfort.
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CHEST RIGS

Chest rig L1 (1-part)  
Art.: LT_1_367

With the storage compartment – accessible from both sides 
– the chest rig has sufficient room for carrying equipment. 
The chest rig adapter set enables combination with body 
armor and plate carriers, and the internal Velcro pad provides 
additional stability.

Chest rig H2 (2-part with zip fastener) 
Art.: HL_1_266

The chest rig with a large modular mounting face, detachab-
le carrying frame and flexible backstrap offers a wide range 
of adjustments and applications. It can be used either as an 
independent unit or as an extension for bulletproof vests.

Chest rig L2 (2-part with zip fastener) 
Art.: LT_1_366

Besides use as an independent chest rig, it also serves 
as an extension for bulletproof vests. Internal Velcro pads 
augment the grip of the carrying system on the plate carrier 
or protective vest. The chest rig has storage compartments 
with Velcro fastener on both sides.
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Carrier H1 
Art.: HL_1_264

The padded carrying frame with 3D mesh fabric is a com-
fortable alternative to the shoulder straps supplied with 
the chest rigs. Without further accessories it can be used 
with the following chest rigs: LT_1_366, LT_1_367 and 
HL_1_266.

CHEST RIGS

Adapter set R1 
Art.: RMPL_1_144

The adapter set enables chest rigs from the Light series to 
be combined with a plate carrier or bulletproof vest. The 
advantage of this combination is quick removal and change 
of equipment without foregoing the protection of the vest.
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Backpack H1 
Art.: HL_1_081/II

Compact extension for plate carriers an bulletproof vests: 
backpack H1 is secured with four PALS straps, and with 
the storage compartment at the front it provides space 
for equipment. The separate compartment for a hydration 
bladder and opening for a drinking straw are compatible with 
standard hydration systems.
Lashing straps on all sides enable the pack to be pulled tight.

Lashing strap on the 
bottom

Main compartment 
with hydration pouch

Reverse side with 
PALS fasteners

Can be combined with 
plate carrier

MODULAR BACKPACKS 41



Backpack H1 
Art.: HL_1_334

The modular backpack H1 can be used as a daypack, back-
pack or rear section for ballistic carrier systems with hook 
buckle. The integral plate slot accommodates armor plates 
of sizes SAPI S-XL and NATO standard 30x25. The shoulder 
carrying straps are removable, and using the supplied adap-
ters the backpack can also be mounted on plate carriers.

Hip belt with quick-
release fastener

Removable helmet holder 
with storage compartment

Can be used as a plate 
carrier rear section

For direct mounting on 
the plate carrier

MODULAR BACKPACKS 43



S M L XL S M L XLS M L XL

BELTS

Belt L1 S-XL 
Art.:  LT_2024

Belt L1 has an opening on both sides for leg holsters or thigh 
platforms, and can be expanded with MOLLE loops. As with 
all belts, the inside strap is interchangeable.

Belt H1 S-XL 
Art.: HL_580

Thanks to the variably placed Velcro patches and internal fle-
ece pad, belt H1 can be combined with belt L2. The resulting 
fleece Velcro fastener remains secure, regardless of the type 
of activity.

Belt H2 S-XL 
Art.:  HL_338 

With the new Monster Buckle, belt H2 can withstand even 
the roughest treatment. It has compartments for soft armor 
inserts and a weight distribution system that provides a 
connection to the heavy bulletproof vest.
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S M L XLS M L XL

BELTS

Belt L2 S-XL (with fleece pad) 
Art.: LT_465

Belt L2 can be combined with suitable modular belts. The 
belt can be closed by simply folding back the webbing with 
Velcro strip.

Belt L1 S-XL 
Art.: LT_565

With all-round 20mm MOLLE straps, belt L1 facilitates the 
carrying of diverse equipment components. Combination with 
Lindnerhof trouser belts is possible with Velcro patches. A 
corresponding opening on both sides allows for wearing leg 
holsters.

 All belts (except THU_483) can be combined with the absei-
ling belt set (ER_007) from Edelrid.
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Edelrid Abseiling belt set  
Art.: ER_004

An abseiling belt that satisfies all tactical requirements has 
been designed in collaboration with Edelrid. Removable leg 
straps with a quick release fastener allow the wearer maxi-
mum freedom of movement. The belt can also be used as 
a trouser belt with the option of attaching holsters. The belt 
has been tested and certified to EN 12277 Type C.

S M L XL XXL

BELTS 49



Carrier bag L1 
Art.: LT_1_388

Carrier bag L1 has an outside pocket and two closable small 
compartments inside. An extra panel with elastic webbing 
provides additional storage space. The bag can be opened 
completely by means of an all-round zip fastener.

Shoulder bag H1 
Art.: HL_1_088

The main compartment is readily accessible by means of a 
zip fastener in the top of the bag. Equipment can be secured 
by MOLLE on one side and with a fleece pad on the other. 
The bag has a removable carrying strap and waist belt, ma-
king is suitable for use as a grip bag.
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MP pouch L1 
Art.: LT_1_171

Suitable for carrying an MP7 or similar weapon; the pouch 
has a padded compartment with a MOLL mounting on one 
side. The weapon can be secured with the aid of a double-si-
ded Velcro strip (included). The accessory compartment with 
dividers and fleece pads.

Removable 
shoulder strap

Freely configurable inside 
compartment with MOLLE 
straps

Outside pockets with 
Velcro-attachable partition 
walls

WEAPON POUCHES 53



G-pouch L1 
Art.: LT_1_787

Safe transport and convenient handling: the all-round zip 
fastener can be secured by a combination lock to prevent 
unauthorized opening of the main compartment with weapon 
fixing strap. Further accessories can be stored in the outside 
pockets with Velcro-attachable partition walls.

Can be combined with 
shoulder strap LT_1_787-1 
for carrying as a backpack

Freely configurable inside 
compartment with MOLLE 
straps

Outside pockets with 
Velcro-attachable partition 
walls

WEAPON POUCHES

Shoulder strap for G-pouch L1 
Art.: LT_1_787-1

Shoulder straps enable G pouch L1 to be carried as a 
backpack. The straps can be quickly attached or removed as 
needed. Padding on the shoulders and the chest belt make it 
pleasant to wear.
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Forearm office L1 
Art.: GS_1_085

Forearm office L1 accommodates maps, ID, pens and 
similar. When folded out it reveals three compartments with 
transparent film that protects documents from moisture. The 
special fastener enables silent opening and closing.

Snus box 
Art.: LT_1_623

The contents of the box are readily accessible by means of 
a halfway-round zip fastener. The box provides space for a 
dose of snus or ear protection and is secured by the supplied 
MALICE clip.

Panel AH1 
Art.: HL_1_117

In addition to compartments for documents and pens, panel 
AH1 has a fold-out map pocket that is quickly accessible 
during missions. All transparent pockets consist of a flexible 
but robust film to protect the contents from moisture.

NEW
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MULTI-PURPOSE POUCHES

Multi-purpose pouch, horizontal (Velcro fastener) 
Art.: HL_1_174

Pouch can be mounted on a plate carrier by means of Velcro 
patch. It offers plenty of space and enables the contents to be 
secured by an elastic band. Straps have been provided on the 
outside bottom and sides for attaching further items of gear 
by means of carabiners.

Multi-purpose pouch H4 
Art.: HL_1_354

Proven for transporting all kinds of equipment, the pouch 
offers ample space and enables contents to be secured by an 
elastic band. Narrow bands on the outside bottom and sides 
permit the attachment of further items of gear by means of 
carabiners.

Multi-purpose pouch H2 
Art.: HL_1_353

The Cordura accessory pouch with halfway-round zip fastener 
is ideal for storing items of equipment. The elastic band inside 
the pouch helps to secure the contents. Bands on the narrow 
sides are for mounting additional objects. 

Multi-purpose pouch H1 
Art.: HL_1_310

At the inside front and rear there is an elastic band for 
securing gear in the pouch. The side that rests against the 
body has a fleece pad for mounting items of equipment with 
Velcro panels.

NEW
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MULTI-PURPOSE POUCHES

Multi-purpose pouch P4 
Art.: PA_1_054

Multi-purpose pouch P4 can easily accommodate small 
items. The halfway-round zip faster ensures easy handling.

Multi-purpose pouch P1 
Art.: PA_1_109

Multi-purpose pouch P1 has a fleece strip on the inner 
(body) side for mounting small Velcro-attachable items and 
an elastic band for securing larger items of gear.

Multi-purpose pouch P5 
Art.: PA_1_053

The horizontal pouch has a zip fastener on its upper side, 
enabling material such as batteries, lighters and similar small 
parts to be easily accessed, even when wearing gloves.

Multi-purpose pouch P2 
Art.: PA_1_021

In addition to a spacious interior, the pouch has four rows 
of MOLLE loops for mounting further pouches and items of 
equipment. A D-ring has been secured on the inside bottom 
for attaching materials and tools to the pouch.
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H2O pouch H1-2 (2-liter) 
Art.: HL_1_057-2/II

The lightweight carrier will carry a 2-liter hydration bladder, 
secured by an integral elastic band. The pouch can be secu-
red on the back of plate carriers and body armor by means of 
PALS straps.

H2O POUCHES

H2O pouch P1-2 (2-liter) 
Art.: PA_1_057-2

Design identical to HL_057-2/II, but made of sturdy Cordura.
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First responder pouch L1 
Art.: LT_1_479

First responder pouch L1 was developed to enable fast and 
problem-free first aid. In the lid is a small compartment with 
scissor pocket and a 20mm strap to prevent it from falling out. 
An emergency medical kit can be stowed in the lower storage 
compartment. The pouch can also be mounted on plate carri-
ers, vests and backpacks by means of a removable waist belt 
with clips (available separately).

Removable waist belt

Main compartment with fleece pad for 
combining with LT_1_128/LT_1_147

MEDIC POUCHES 65



MEDIC POUCHES

Medic pouch P1 
Art.: PA_1_127

The pouch and removable inner parts for medical materials 
has an all-round zip fastener. A red tab allows fast access to 
the inner panel, which can be completely detached from the 
pouch.

Medic pouch H2 
Art.: HL_1_633

The medical pouch opens out on both sides and is equipped 
with three rows of webbing. A dispenser for examination 
gloves is located on the face side of the pouch. The main 
pouch and holder are each equipped with a PAL system.

Medic pouch H1 
Art.:  HL_1_300

Simple handling of the pouch enables quick access to the 
medical equipment (e.g. IV kit) in critical situations. The body 
of the pouch is shaped as a tube, and the inlay with medical 
equipment can be pulled out to either side.
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A pouch for all magazine types. 
Thanks to its innovative design, mul-
ti-magazine pouch H1 is suitable for 
all magazine sizes.

Thanks to the movable L-yoke, multi-mag. pouch H1 is 
suitable for mounting all magazine types.

Multi-mag. pouch H1 
Art.: HL_1_119/II

The innovative design of the multi-mag. pouch facilitates 
the handling of different magazines. The pouch is moun-
ted on the rear side with two flexible PALS straps.

MAGAZINE POUCHES 69



Multi-mag. pouch P1 
Art.: PA_1_119

The wide range of potential uses of the multi-mag. 
pouch makes it the ideal solution – it covers all 
options. 

With the movable L-yoke it will accept any magazine 
type.

MAGAZINE POUCHES 71



MAGAZINE POUCHES

G-Panel H1-2 
Art.: HL_1_494 

This panel has room for two G36 magazines and the fixed 
divider enables separate use of the individual compartments. 
The two magazines can be secured separately with the 
elastic cords on the inserts.

G-mag. pouch H1-1 
Art.: HL_1_002/II

To prevent the magazine from slipping out of the pouch, it is 
held in position by an elastic cord and woven elastic band. 
The elastic cord has a grip puller, enabling the magazine to 
be quickly withdrawn from the pouch when needed. 

G36 Triple panel 
Art.: HL_1_098/II

The triple panel for G36 magazines is easy to handle, made 
of robust hybrid laminate and reliable in any situation.
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MAGAZINE POUCHES

G36 Double magazine pouch 
Art.: HL_1_001

Equipped with a dual fastening system, the magazine pouch 
can be secured with a Velcro fastener only, or additionally 
with a snap fastener. The flap can optionally be stowed 
against the back. In this case, the all-round elastic cord secu-
res the magazines.

Magazine pouch, 2-gun (Velcro attachable) 
Art.: HL_1_104

Designed for used with plate carriers, the pouch is mounted 
on the Velcro pad of the plate slot. This space-saving alter-
native can accommodate a wide range of magazine types. 
An elastic band on the inserts prevents the magazines from 
wobbling.
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MAGAZINE POUCHES

G-Panel P1-2 
Art.: PA_1_494

Two G36 magazines can be carried side-by-side in the solidly 
constructed G-panel P1-2. An elastic cord with handy pullers 
secures the magazines in the pouch.

G-mag. pouch P1-2 
Art.: PA_1_001

G-mag. pouch P1-2 with open top design and dual fastening 
system allows particularly fast access to the magazines when 
the lid is open. The latter can be stowed in the rear section of 
the pouch.

G-mag. pouch P1-1 
Art.: PA_1_002

An elastic cord with handy puller secures one G36 magazi-
ne, for which the pouch is designed. In addition, a woven 
elastic band holds the magazine in position. The pouch can 
be quickly and safely secured by means of PALS straps.
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MAGAZINE POUCHES

P-mag. pouch P1-2 
Art.: PA_1_004-2

Design identical to P-mag. pouch H1-2, but made of sturdy 
Cordura.

P-mag. pouch H1-2 
Art.: HL_1_004-2/II

Design identical to P-mag. pouch H1-1, but with space for two 
magazines.

P-mag. pouch P1-1 
Art.: PA_1_004-1

Design identical to P-mag. pouch H1-1, but made of sturdy 
Cordura.

P-mag. pouch H1-1 
Art.: HL_1_004-1/II

The pouch is of lightweight design and can be used for a 
standard pistol magazine. The contents are secured by a 
magazine clip and either the buckle fastener or an elastic 
pull-cord.
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Grenade pouch P2 
Art.: PA_1_007

Design identical to grenade pouch H2, but made of sturdy 
Cordura.

Grenade pouch H2 
Art.: HL_1_007/II

The hand grenade pouch made of hybrid laminate offers a 
high level of reliability and security. The securing loop pre-
vents the safety lever from being released from the grenade 
in the event that the safety pin is inadvertently pulled.
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GRENADE POUCHES

Grenade pouch P1L 
Art.: PA_095_L

Design identical to grenade pouch H1L, but made of sturdy 
Cordura.

Grenade pouch H1L 
Art.: HL_095/II_L

Grenade pouch H1L made of hybrid laminate can be adjusted 
to the circumference, height and length of the grenade body 
to be carried. Two flexible fastening loops enable it to be 
simply mounted on bearing surfaces.

Grenade pouch P1S 
Art.: PA_095_S

Design identical to grenade pouch H1S, but made of sturdy 
Cordura.

Grenade pouch H1S 
Art.: HL_095/II_S

Made of hybrid laminate, grenade pouch H1S distinguishes 
itself by simple handling and high-quality workmanship. It is 
suitable for the safe transport of grenades with a diameter of 
50-75mm. 
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GRENADE POUCHES

Ammunition pouch 40P1-2 
Art.: PA_1_213

Design identical to ammunition pouch 40H1-2, but made of 
sturdy Cordura.

Ammunition pouch 40H1-2 
Art.: HL_1_115

Double protection: The grenades can be secured in the 
pouch with a Velcro cover flap or elastic cord. The hybrid 
laminate pouch is supplied with both options and can be 
adjusted by the user. 

Ammunition pouch 40P1-1 
Art.: PA_1_015

Design identical to ammunition pouch 40H1-1, but made of 
sturdy Cordura.

Ammunition pouch 40H1-1 
Art.: HL_1_015

This pouch is made of hybrid laminate and has space for 
the compact and secure transport of flashbangs or 40mm 
grenades. Depending on requirements, the grenades can be 
secured in the pouch with a Velcro cover flap or elastic cord.
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Radio pouch P1S 
Art.: PA_1_017-2

The pouch is size-adjustable using the Velcro strips, making 
it suitable for use with all small radio and GPS devices. The 
horizontal strap with buckle fastener ensures safe transport.

RADIO POUCHES

Radio pouch H2 (pair) 
Art.: HL_1_175

Velcro-attachable radio pouch H2 is a practical extension for 
keeping radios and magazines ready at hand. These pouches 
can be mounted on all plate carriers and vests with a fleece 
pad on the face side or space for padding on the inside. 
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Radio pouch H1L 
Art.: HL_1_017/II

The pouch perfectly complements the Bundewehr's SEM 
52. The Fastex fastening system and a Velcro fastener to sta-
bilize the radio guarantee safe transport.

RADIO POUCHES

Radio pouch P2 
Art.: PA_1_132

Elastic bands on each side make this reliable pouch particu-
larly flexible for transporting radio equipment. The draws-
tring and buckle fastener provide a secure hold. This enables 
the radio to be used while in the pouch.

Radio pouch P1L 
Art.: PA_1_017-1

This pouch is secured by the Fastex fastener and is suitable 
for carrying radios such as the SEM 52 and similar models. 
The elastic bands at the side and the Velcro fastener on the 
top end of the pouch provide a secure and wobble-free hold.
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Packliner 
Art.: LT_1_871

The water-tight packliner with roll closure and inspection 
window is ideal for keeping equipment clearly organized. 
The packliner is available with a carrying capacity of 8, 20, 
40 and 80 liters.
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Dump pouch P1S 
Art.: PA_1_056-S

Made of Cordura, the pouch can be quickly folded together, 
making it a useful addition to every equipment system. The 
width of the opening can be adjusted with a drawstring.

Dump pouch P1L 
Art.: PA_1_056

The large dump pouch P1L can accommodate up to ten 
magazines and can be folded together for easy carrying. The 
wide opening makes for fast and easy filling. The drawstring 
fastener ensures that the contents are secure.

Dump pouch H2L  
Art.: HL_1_056/II

A buckle fastener is used to reduce the dump pouch to a 
small pack size. It is ideal for quick storage of empty ma-
gazines and other material. The contents of the pouch are 
secured by a size-adjustable opening.

Dump pouch H1 
Art.: HL_1_062

The complete single-row dump pouch is made of lightweight 
backpack fabric and is easy to mount by the PAL attachment 
system. Simple handling makes it a reliable item of equipment 
for securely stowing empty magazines, medical waste and 
other material.
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The shooting pouch is the ideal light-
weight alternative to the beanbag and 
ensures maximum modularity with its 
various holding fixtures.

Shooting pouch L1-M (200 x 125 x 75 mm) 
Art.: LT_1_644

Despite its low weight (approx. 220 g) the shooting pouch 
keeps its shape when the user takes up the ideal shooting 
position. The robust material can be used on any surface. 
For quick action, it is worn on the elbow, secured by an 
elastic cord.
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Velcro panel L1-2 
Art.:  LT_1_147

The panel can be used for safely and neatly securing glow 
sticks, dressing material, tourniquets and other items of 
equipment. It is particularly suitable for Velcro-mounting in 
fanny packs with internal fleece pad. 

Velcro panel L2-4 
Art.: LT_1_128

The set consists of four Velcro panels with fleece pad on the 
face side and back-to-back rollers for forming individual lo-
ops. The four panels are configured as follows: three elastic 
loops, four elastic loops, five strips of single-row MOLLE 
and four strips of three-row MOLLE.

Pistol clip (with Velcro pad) 
Art.: RMPL_1_00031

The pistol clip with a Velcro pad can be retrofitted and is 
suitable for all Lindnerhof pistol and MP magazine pouches. 
It guarantees a secure cartridge in the magazine pouch.
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Sling L1 
Art.: GS_1_110

The padded sling enables secure two-point fixation of the 
assault rifle. The metal hooks ensure a secure connection to 
the gun, and can be quickly released as needed. A metal clasp 
on the middle piece is for width adjustment.

Fixing strap L1 (expandable) 
Art.: LT_1_178

The weapon sling is used to hold the long weapon wobb-
le-free and close to the body while climbing or abseiling. For 
handling with the fixing strap, the weapon must additionally 
be attached to the vest by the sling. 
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Fixing strap with hook 
Art.: LT_1_278

The weapon sling with silent clasp and "pineapple" grip enab-
les simple handling – whether in the dark or with gloves. The 
strap is suitable for hybrid laminate and all 25mm MOLLE 
loop. The grip is mounted on the plate carrier with a hook.

Sling H1 (Velcro-attachable) 
Art.: HL_1_106

Optimized for use with ballistic vests, the sling can be 
employed with all standard long weapons. The second sling 
is designed so that the lower part can remain on the weapon 
and clipped together as necessary.

NEW
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Sewn-on MOLLE loops 
made of webbing

Laser-cut MOLLE slits

Robust Cordura backing 
material

High load capacity with low 
weight

MATERIALS

Developed by the Swiss company Invista, the Cordura brand 
has made a name for itself due to its outstanding material cha-
racteristics. The polyamide fabric is lightweight yet extremely 
robust.

Compared to conventional nylon, Cordura is significantly more 
wear resistant. The slightly roughened surface of the material 
gives it a textile character and is soft to the touch. An impregna-
tion makes Cordura water- and rain repellent. Furthermore, the 
material will not become soaked with water, gains minimum 
weight when wet and dries quickly.

CORDURA AND WEBBING
Hybrid laminate (HL) is a raw material that was developed 
together with a renowned manufacturer of functional fabrics. 
The Cordura backing fabric has been coated on the under-
side with a weatherproof synthetic rubber. The two-layer 
construction permits the application of national camouflage 
designs.

Conventional MOLLE straps have been replaced by MOLLE 
slits that are laser-cut directly into the material and fully com-
patible with the PAL system. 

The extreme robustness of the textile enables the production 
of ultralight tactical equipment and opens up completely new 
design horizons.

HYBRID LAMINATE

UP TO 40% 
LIGHTER

LONG-LASTING 
PERFORMANCE
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Comrade
www.comrade.net

Atlas Taktik
www.atlas-taktik.de

Gear Maniacs
www.gearmaniacs.de

High Quality Gear
www.hqg.de

HQH
www.hqh.cz

ASMC
www.asmc.de

DEALER LIST

Taktik Gear
www.taktikgear.ch

Ranger Jack
www.armyonlinestore.com

Süd Gear
www.sued-gear.de

LS-Jagd
www.ls-jagd.de

LS-JAGD

NEUBAUER
SPORT- UND JAGDWAFFEN

TACWRK
www.tacwrk.com

Viatorplusultra
www.viatorplusultra.es

Sport- und Jagdwaffen 
Neubauer 
+49 (0)80 21-90 92 93

Karibu
www.karibuoutdoor.com
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Lindnerhof-Taktik GmbH
Isarring 3
83661 Lenggries, Germany
Info@Lindnerhof-Taktik.de

www.Lindnerhof-Taktik.de


